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One Sentence. Supervisor (OSS) play Kraut Pop, a blend of motor-driven drums, snarling 

bass-lines, shimmering, layered guitars and a haunting voice. Born and raised in the 

suburbs of Zurich, OSS grew up in a dead spot. They had to deal with the shadows of the 

city ever since they started jamming in a basement back in 2011. 

 

Their songs answer feelings of alienation and anxiety produced by an ever-accelerating world. OSS 

face ticking clocks by stretching time and add dimensions of emptiness to their music. Their debut 

This Heavy Sea is a concept album divided into four parts, a self-contained sonic cosmos that 

reminds on the work of middle-aged Pink Floyd. With their new single Diver One Sentence. 

Supervisor take a step towards pop-influenced Psychedelic-Bands like Toy or The War On Drugs.  

 

After three long years of relentless touring (Switzerland, Germany, Eastern Europe and China), 

playing clubs and festivals like Sziget in Budapest, the band returns to the rehearsal room – 

without closing its door. With the Temporär Musik, starting in January 2015, OSS give insight into 

their musical process. They press „record“ while playing music together and release whatever they 

think was the truth of the moment, not depending on whether a song is „finished“ in a common 

sense. Temporär Musik skips the tiring process of getting a piece of music ready for the market.  

 

OSS is Donat Kaufmann (guitar, vocals), Chen To (guitar), Koni (bass, backing vocals) and 

Dominik Meuter (drums). 
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